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Interaction and Data collection at Alajangi village, Cheepurupalli Mandal

Women wage seekers are predominant at Baguvalsa worksite, Garividi mandal
MGNREGS is the source of income for every aged and deserted women at Kumaram village Garividi Mandal

Registered Jobcard issued by Gram Panchayat is essential to work under MGNREGA
Women wage seekers carry their own tools to the worksite at Baguvalasa village
Garividi Mandal

Women wage seekers assembled at Worksite for grievance redressal
Women wage seekers also equally competing in work along with men at Ravivalasa village in Cheepurupalli Mandal.

Digging the well and pulling the rocks with a pulley in lakkidam village in Gantiyada Mandal.